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SHADED WINDOWS
Video Installation+ Performance, 2012
Two Channel HD, 17:45 Minutes

The installation includes a new video production and 
a performance. SHADED WINDOWS makes the vio-
lent destruction of private (protected) space visible, 
with images that overlay one another reflected in 
splintered glass. In front of this scenery-like, alien-
ated background, restless silhouettes move, live and 
mediated. Windows, shades, bars, a mixture of hor-
izontal and vertical lines, views of a familiar land-
scape are seen throughout the frame. The viewer is 
confronted with layered images, both familiar and 
personal; the images are comprise a collage taken 
from everyday life in different places and points in 
history.

Shaded Windows expose the shadows, real and 
drawn, both on the wall and in the video. The pavil-
ion’s unique architecture, surrounded by glass walls, 
creates a mixture of in and out. In the performance 
the performers’ actions along the video projection 
interact with the space, transparencies and reflec-
tions. Restless figures walking around as shadows, 
the viewer is free to move both in and out, looking 
from the window into a landscape of a distant city 
and inside a the private space of an apartment. The 
shades open and close to “reveal” diverse views.



“SHADED WINDOWS”, 2012, Installation View, Side A



“SHADED WINDOWS”, 2012, Installation View, Side B











“SHADED WINDOWS”, 2012, Performance View, Pavillion am Milchhof, Berlin, 2012





    “...Spatial and narrative structures are com-
pressed by the artist in such a manner that the 
motive facades get personal and behind them 
the characters isolate themselves from the ac-
tion.The pictures are always of political contexts. 
Several episodes illustrate the daily madness and 
question the violence routines…  Sharon Paz does 
not use sledgehammer aesthetics, but leaves the 
shadows of the past and the present to do just 
their own will.” 

taz, Berlin 22.11.2012



“SHADED WINDOWS”, 2012, Performance View, Pavillion am Milchhof, Berlin, 2012
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“SHADED WINDOWS”, 2012, Installation View, Pavillion am Milchhof, Berlin, 2012
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